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Stochastic reaction networks that exhibit bi-stable behavior are common in many fields such as systems biology
and materials science. Sampling of the stationary distribution is crucial for understanding and characterizing
the long term dynamics of bistable stochastic dynamical systems. However, this is normally hindered by the
insufficient sampling of the rare transitions between the two metastable regions. In this paper, we apply the
parallel replica (ParRep) method for continuous time Markov chain33 to accelerate the stationary distribution
sampling of bistable stochastic reaction networks. The proposed method uses parallel computing to accelerate
the sampling of rare transitions and it is very easy to implement. We combine ParRep with the path space
information bounds13 for parametric sensitivity analysis. We demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the
method by studying the Schlo¨gl model and the genetic switch network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic reaction networks have become increasingly
important as a tool for modeling complex biological and
chemical systems with random noises23. Simulation of
real-world reaction networks using the stochastic sim-
ulation algorithm (SSA)17 can be computationally in-
tractable due to the multiscale feature of the systems.
For instance, reaction networks in biological cells of-
ten involve vastly different numbers of molecules for dif-
ferent species and rate constants for different reaction
channels18. Therefore, the system is metastable in the
sense that the SSA rarely samples the reactions involving
small rate constants or low population species. Our paper
addresses with another type of metastable issue associ-
ated with reaction networks. We consider metastablity
that is caused by extremely rare transitions between two
separate regions of the state space, i.e., the bistable reac-
tion networks. It has been discovered recently that many
biological and physical systems exhibit bistability and
hence it is of great interests to understand the bistable
phenomenon.2,16,24,30
We study two important aspects regarding
bistable reaction networks: accelerated stationary
distribution sampling and parametric uncertainty
quantification,3,13,25 using the parallel replica dynamics
(ParRep) method.5,20,32,33 We know that SSA based
sampling for bistable reaction networks can be extremely
expensive because of the rare sampling of transitions
between two metastable regions. As a remedy for this is-
sue, the ParRep uses multiple parallel replicas to explore
the transition path between the two metastable regions
with a controllable error. The method was originally
designed for sampling rare events in molecular dynamics
simulation such as Langevin dynamics.32 The mathe-
matical framework of ParRep was recently developed
for the discrete time Markov chains (DTMC).4,5,7,20 In
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this paper we apply the version of ParRep algorithm
that we developed for continuous time Markov chains
(CTMC)33 to accelerate the simulation of bistable
reaction networks. Furthermore, the algorithm allows
us to efficiently sample the stationary distribution
starting from the transient regime. We also investigate
the parametric sensitivity problem of bistable reaction
networks. Basically, we study the change of bistable
system outputs to perturbations in system parameters.
This enables us to quantify the parametric uncertainty
and system robustness. We point out that the proposed
version of ParRep can be easily combined with the
path space information bounds13 to provide useful
information and reductions for parametric sensitivity
analysis in high dimensions.
A. Stochastic reaction network model
We consider a well-mixed chemical system with n
species interacting through m reaction channels with sys-
tem size V . Under the well-mixed assumption, the molec-
ular population is modeled as an n dimensional CTMC
XV (t). The numbers of molecule of the ith species con-
sumed and produced in the jth reaction are denoted by
η−ij and η
+
ij , respectively. We call the net change ηj =
η−j − η+j caused by the jth reaction the stoichiometric
vector, which is independent of the system size V . Each
reaction channel is associated with a propensity function
λVj (x, c), j = 1, · · · ,m such that given XV (t) = x, the
probability of the jth reaction occurs at the infinitesi-
mal time interval [t, t + δt) is λVj (x, c)δt, where c is the
vector of rate constants in Rl. In this paper, we will sup-
press c when we write the propensity functions unless we
study the parametric sensitivity with respect to c. From
the propensity functions, we can construct the transition
rate matrix (or the infinitesimal generator) QV of the
Markov chain XV such that
QVx,y =
{
λVj (x, c) y = x+ ηj for some j = 1, . . . ,m;
0 Otherwise.
(1)
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2Moreover, it is well known that the time evolution
of XV is characterized by the random time change
representation15
XV (t) = XV (0) +
m∑
j=1
Pj
(∫ t
0
λVj (X
V (s)) ds
)
ηj , (2)
where Pj are independent unit rate Poisson processes.
For a fixed system of the size V , the probability distri-
bution of the population process XV is completely gov-
erned by the chemical master equation (CME)
dpV (x, t)
dt
=
m∑
j=1
λVj (x− ηj)pV (x− ηj , t)− λVj (x)pV (x, t),
(3)
where pV (x, t) = P(XV (t) = x). In principle, the CME
enables the computation of the distribution of XV (t) for
any V . However, the CME is normally an infinite di-
mensional system which cannot be solved explicitly in
general. Therefore, Monte Carlo methods such as Gille-
spie’s SSA are commonly used to obtain the numerical
solution to the CME.
We denote by XV (t) = V
−1XV (t) the corresponding
concentration process for a system with size V . When V
is large, the randomness of the reaction network can be
neglected andXV (t) can be approximated by the solution
of the reaction rate equation (RRE)19
dx¯
dt
=
m∑
j=1
ηjλj(x¯) (4)
in the sense that
lim
V→∞
sup
0≤s≤t
|XV (s)− x¯(s)| = 0 (5)
almost surely for any t > 0, where we assume λj(x) =
V −1λVj (V x) for all j = 1, . . . ,m. Throughout this paper,
we assume such form for propensity functions and hence
the random time change representation for the concen-
tration process is
XV (t) = XV (0) +
1
V
m∑
j=1
Pj
(∫ t
0
V λj(XV (s)) ds
)
ηj .
We focus on reaction networks that are modeled by an
ergodic CTMC XV (t) such that the stationary distribu-
tion pic exists and the ergodic limit
lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
f(XV (s)) ds = pic(f)
holds for suitable observables f . Here the stationary dis-
tribution picV depends on c since the process X
V (t) de-
pends on c. The gradient of picV (f) with respect to the
parameter c, i.e., ∇picV (f), serves as an indicator for the
system’s parametric uncertainty or robustness. We call
the estimation of
∇picV (f) =
(
∂picV (f)
∂c1
, . . . ,
∂picV (f)
∂cl
)tr
the stationary sensitivity analysis problem, where the su-
perscript “tr” means transpose.
B. Reaction networks with bistability
In this paper, we are mainly interested in accelerating
simulation and sensitivity analysis for bistable reaction
networks, i.e., reaction networks whose RRE has a pair
of asymptotically stable fixed points x¯+ and x¯− sepa-
rated by a saddle point x¯0. We denote the neighborhood
of x¯+ by W+ and the neighborhood of x¯− by W−. If we
neglect the randomness of the network, any initial point
that is placed in W+ (resp. W−) approaches to x¯+ (resp.
x¯−) eventually. However, due to the random noise (since
V is finite), the system is subject to rare, large fluctua-
tions which make the concentration process XV (t) to be
far away from one stable fixed point and enter into the
neighborhood of the other stable point. The theoretical
tool to study this type of large fluctuations is the large
deviation principle (LDP)11,12,29. The key ingredient in
the LDP of XV is the rate function (or action) I
T
0 (x)
which characterizes the exponentially small probability
for XV remaining in a small neighborhood of a path x,
i.e.,
P
(
sup
0≤t≤T
|XV (t)− x(t)| ≥ δ
)
≈ e−V IT0 (x)
for all small δ when V is large. By minimizing the rate
function over the path space one can find the so called
most probable path14. In a bistable reaction network,
XV sojourns in W+ (resp. W−) for long time until there
is an exponentially small probability for it to leave W+
(resp. W−) along the most probable path. In this sense,
we call W+ and W− metastable sets for XV since the
sojourn times in both sets are exponentially long. The
metastability issue normally leads to insufficient sam-
pling of transition events between W+ and W− and con-
sequently makes it computationally prohibitive to sample
the stationary distribution picV for X
V . In this work we
aim to speed up the sampling of picV by accelerating the
exit from metastable sets using parallel computing.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Parallel replica dynamics
The idea of ParRep was first introduced for simulat-
ing rare events32 and was recently formalized in several
papers5,20,33. Our goal in this section is to introduce the
ParRep method33 to accelerate the simulation of bistable
stochastic reaction networks and estimate the stationary
distribution. Since we are considering fixed volume V in
this section, we will suppress the superscript V to simplify
the notations.
The theoretical justification for ParRep relies on the
notion of the quasi-stationary distribution (QSD). Given
3a set W and a DTMC Xn, a distribution ν is called the
quasi-stationary distribution of Xn in W if
ν(A) = Pν(Xn ∈ A|N > n) (6)
for all n = 1, 2, . . . and any measurable set A ⊂W , where
N is the first exit time of Xn from W . The definition
roughly says that the QSD is a distribution supported
on W such that if the initial distribution is ν, then the
DTMC Xn remains distributed with ν before it exits W .
The existence and uniqueness of the QSD in this setting
can be shown rigorously33. The consequence of assuming
that Xn starts at the QSD ν in W is that the first exit
time N follows a geometric distribution with some pa-
rameter 1 − λ, i.e., Pν(N > n) = λn for all n = 1, 2, . . ..
Moreover, the first exit time N and the exit state XN
are independent10.
Now suppose we have R independent and identically
distributed replicas (X1n, . . . , X
R
n ) of Xn, each with initial
distribution QSD ν. Denote the first exit time of the
rth replica by Nr and define the smallest first exit time
among all R replicas by
N∗ = min
r
Nr.
Note that there could be more than one replicas which
realize the N∗ (exit after the same number of steps),
we denote by K the smallest index among the exited
replicas, i.e.,
K = min{r = 1, . . . , R;XrN∗ /∈W}.
Assuming each of the replicas of Xn is initially dis-
tributed with the QSD ν, the following two results are
crucial for the design of the ParRep algorithm5.
1. XKN∗ is independent of R(N
∗ − 1) +K;
2. (XKN∗ , R(N
∗−1)+K) has the same distribution as
(X1N1 , N
1).
The first result states that the first exit state fromW over
R replicas is independent with the total sojourn time over
R replicas. Furthermore, the second result guarantees
that joint distribution of the first exit time and the first
exit state is independent of the number of replicas. These
facts suggest that we can use multiple replicas to explore
a metastable region in order to accelerate the sampling
of exit events but without changing the exit distribution.
That is, we can achieve acceleration by using parallel
computing. However, the gain of efficiency in this proce-
dure is under the assumption that all replicas start with
the QSD of W , which is not the case in general. In order
to sample the QSD for launching the parallel step, some
preparation steps are needed to make the process to be
well into the quasi-stationary state. Therefore, a com-
plete cycle of ParRep can be roughly divided into three
steps,
S1 Decorrelation: simulate Xn until the QSD ν of the
current metastable set W is sampled. Proceed to
the dephasing step;
S2 Dephasing: prepare a sequence of iid initial state
(x1, . . . , xR) from ν. Proceed to the parallel step;
S3 Parallel: launch R replicas of Xn at (x1, . . . , xR)
to explore the exit path from W . Return to the
decorrelation step.
We can adapt the above ParRep procedure for DTMC
to the simulation of CTMC through simulating its em-
bedded chain. More significantly, the algorithm can be
modified to effectively sample the stationary distribution
of a CTMC without the detailed balance assumption. We
present the ParRep algorithm for CTMC in Algorithm 1.
The setup of notations in the ParRep algorithm is as fol-
lows.
X˜(t): ParRep process we simulate throughout the
ParRep algorithm;
Ts: time clock throughout the ParRep algorithm;
Is: accumulated contribution to the time integral∫ Ts
0
f(X˜(s)) ds throughout the ParRep algorithm;
Nc: count of transitions in each decorrelation step;
nc: decorrelation threshold;
Np: count of transitions in each dephasing step;
np: dephasing threshold;
τ : holding time for the next reaction;
J : index of the next reaction;
Before we start the ParRep algorithm, we choose fixed
decorrelation threshold nc and dephasing threshold np
and initialize Ts = 0, Is = 0 and X˜ = x0.
The procedure of the decorrelation step can be sum-
marized as follows. If W is not a metastable set, then
the process would leave W rapidly and hence there is no
need to launch the following dephasing and parallel steps.
However, if W is metastable then the process would re-
main in W for at least nc transitions and the algorithm
proceed to the dephasing step. Since we assume nc is
large enough for the process to reach the QSD of W ,
the state we obtain after nc transitions is asymptotically
distributed according to the QSD. The dynamics in the
decorrelation step is exact and hence there is no loss of
accuracy and no acceleration either during this step. In
the dephasing step, we apply the Fleming-Viot particle
technique7 to sample a sequence of iid initial states that
can be used in the subsequent parallel step. Similar to
the decorrelation step, we specify the dephasing thresh-
old np and let all R replicas to evolve for np transitions
(jumps). During this procedure, if a replica leaves W
then we force it to restart from the current state of an-
other replica (chosen uniformly). Similar to nc, np is
large enough so that we sample a sequence of QSD dis-
tributed states (x1, . . . , xR). Note that the dephasing
step does not contribute anything to the Ts, Is and X˜, its
4only purpose is to prepare the initial states (x1, . . . , xR)
for the subsequent parallel step.
Algorithm 1 Parallel replica algorithm
Decorrelation Step:
1: initialize Nc = 0
2: while Nc < nc do
3: generate τ and J
4: update Ts ← Ts + τ , Is ← Is + f(X˜)τ , X˜ ← X˜ + ηJ
5: if X˜ is still in W then
6: Nc ← Nc + 1
7: else
8: Nc ← 0
9: end if
10: end while
11: proceed to dephasing step
Dephasing Step:
12: initialize Np = 0
13: launch R replicas of DTMC X1n, . . . , X
R
n from any initial
distribution
14: while Np < np do
15: generate Jr for r = 1, . . . , R
16: Xr ← Xr + ηJr , Np ← Np + 1
17: if any replica leaves W then
18: randomly choose the state of a replica that remains
19: in W and restart the exited replica from that state
20: end if
21: end while
22: set (x1, . . . , xR) = (X
1, . . . , XR)
23: proceed to parallel step with initial states (x1, . . . , xR)
Parallel Step:
24: initialize N∗ = 0, K = R
25: launch R replicas of CTMC (X1(t), . . . , XR(t)) with ini-
tial states (x1, . . . , xR);
26: while all Xr in W do
27: generate τr and Jr for r = 1, . . . , R
28: N∗ ← N∗ + 1
29: if any replicas leave W then
30: K ← min{r = 1, . . . , R;XrN∗ /∈W}
31: end if
32: Ts ← Ts +∑Kr=1 τr
33: Is ← Is +∑Kr=1 f(Xr)τr
34: Xr ← Xr + ηJr for r = 1, . . . ,K
35: end while
36: X˜ ← XKN∗
37: return to the decorrelation step
The acceleration of ParRep comes from the parallel
step. We launch R parallel replicas from (x1, . . . , xR)
to explore the exit event from W , that is, sample N∗, K
and the first exit state XKN∗ . Since (X
K
N∗ , R(N
∗−1)+K)
has the same distribution as (X1N1 , N
1), sampling of exit
events with R replicas (i.e., sample N∗ and K) in the
parallel step is approximately R times faster than that
with serial simulation (i.e., sample N1). Moreover, all
the generated data from each replica in the parallel step
are collected in order to sample the stationary distribu-
tion pic. This is through the update of the clock time
Ts and the time integral Is. Note that sampling pi
c by
reusing these generated data from ParRep is statistically
correct (asymptotically when nc and np are large) com-
paring to that from the serial simulation. In fact, we
have shown that the averaged contribution to Ts or Is
over each ParRep cycle is independent with the replica
number R, provided that x1, . . . , xR are independent and
distributed according to the QSD4,33.
B. Accuracy and efficiency
The accuracy of ParRep method relies on the choice of
the decorrelation step nc and the dephasing step np since
these parameters determine how “good” we sample the
QSD before the parallel step. In practice, we would never
have exact sampling of the QSD at each ParRep cycle
and hence there is an error associated with the inexact
sampling of QSD. However, for large nc and np we can
expect that the error is sufficiently small. In fact, this
can be justified by the following result33. For fixed nc,
we define the distribution νnc as
νnc(A) = P(Xnc ∈ A|N > nc)
for any measurable set A ⊂ W , i.e., the distribution of
Xnc conditioned on no exit event occurred after nc tran-
sition steps. If we assume that the dephasing step is
exact (i.e., (x1, . . . , xR) are independent and distributed
as the QSD), then the averaged error for sampling Is over
each ParRep cycle can be bounded by a constant times
the total variation ‖µnc − µ‖TV. Furthermore, the to-
tal variation converges geometrically fast in terms of nc.
This justifies that the dynamics of transition from one
metastable set to another metastable set (i.e., one Par-
Rep cycle) is asymptotically correct. The analysis of the
global error from all ParRep cycles is hard to analyze.
However, our numerical experiments in Sec. IV suggest
that ParRep is a rather accurate algorithm for long time
simulation.
We briefly discuss the efficiency of ParRep for CTMC.
In this paper, we define the speedup as the ratio be-
tween the total computational time of serial simulation
and that of ParRep simulation. In the idealized scenario,
the speedup factor of ParRep could be up to the num-
ber of replica used in the simulation as suggested by the
properties. However, in practice the preparation for a
sequence of QSD initial states offsets this linear accel-
eration. Heuristically, the efficiency of ParRep relies on
the metastability of the set. If the set W is strongly
metastable, then the time spent in the decorrelation and
dephasing steps is negligible comparing to the accelera-
tion achieved in the parallel step. However, if the set
W is not truly metastable then the parallel step would
not be activated and hence the ParRep is equivalent to
SSA. In fact, this argument can be formalized and it
turns out that the efficiency of ParRep is determined
by the ratio λ1/(Re(λ2) − λ1), where λ1 and λ2 (with
0 > λ1 > Re(λ2) ) are the two largest eigenvalues of the
transition rate matrix Q (see (1) for definition) restricted
5to the metastable set W . We do not pursue this aspect
rigorously in this paper. Interested reader could refer to
the related literature7.
III. PATH SPACE INFORMATION BOUND
In this section, we combine the ParRep method with
the path-space information bounds13 to accelerate the
parametric sensitivity analysis of stochastic reaction net-
works. The bounds are derived using several concepts
in information theory. For the readability of the paper,
we briefly review these concepts and their connections in
Appendix A.
Recall that we define the sensitivity analysis problem
at the end of Section I A. There exist several types of sen-
sitivity analysis methods such as the finite difference1,27,
likelihood ration26 and infinitesimal perturbation analy-
sis or pathwise derivative method28. We refer them as the
direct methods since they aim to estimate the sensitiv-
ity directly. However, direct estimation of the sensitivity
can be extremely expensive due to their large variances34
and complexity when applied to large reactions networks.
Alternatively, we aim to compute a gradient-free up-
per bound of the sensitivity. The computed sensitivity
bounds can be used for screening out those insensitive pa-
rameters (with small bounds) and then direct methods
can be applied for the remaining of parameters3.
In general, given a probability distribution P c which
depends on a vector of parameters c, we define the sen-
sitivity index of an observable f (along the direction v)
as
Sf,v(P
c) =
∣∣∣∣lim→0 1 {EP c+v [f ]− EP c [f ]}
∣∣∣∣ . (7)
Note that in the case that P c = pic and v = ek (the k-th
basis vector), the sensitivity index is simply the k-th com-
ponent of the gradient ∇pic(f). When we are interested
in the sensitivity analysis of the stochastic process X(t, c)
with stationary distribution pic, it is often convenient to
interpret the distribution P c as the path space distribu-
tion P c[0,T ], i.e., the probability distribution of paths of
X(t, c) on the time interval [0, T ]. It can be shown that
in the transient regime (i.e., the initial distribution of
X(t, c) is not pic) the sensitivity index can be bounded
by
Sf,v(P
c
[0,T ]) ≤
√
VarP c
[0,T ]
(f)
√
vtrI(P c[0,T ])v, (8)
where I(P c[0,T ]) is the path space Fisher information ma-
trix (FIM) of the relative entropy R(P c[0,T ]|P c+v[0,T ] ) (see
Appendix B for a formal derivation). In the stationary
regime, a similar sensitivity bound can be derived. That
is, the stationary sensitivity index can be bounded by
Sf,v(pi
c) ≤
√
τpic(f)
√
vtrIH(P c)v, (9)
where τpic(f) is the integrated auto-correlation function
(IAF) and IH(P c) is the path space FIM of the rela-
tive entropy rate H(P c|P c+v). In fact, IH(P c) can be
roughly interpreted as limT→∞ T−1I(P c[0,T ]). See Ap-
pendix B for precise definitions and a formal derivation
of the bounds (8) and (9).
We focus on bounding the stationary sensitivity in the
context of stochastic reaction networks, i.e., X(t, c) is a
continuous time jump Markov process. To make use of
the bounds (9), we need reliable estimators for the IAF
τpic(f) and the path space FIM IH(P c). For the IAF, we
have shown in the Appendix B that
τpic(f) = lim
T→∞
1
T
VarP c
[0,T ]
(∫ T
0
f(X(s)) ds
)
.
Hence, when T is large, an approximate estimator for the
IAF is
1
T (N − 1)
N∑
k=1
(Y (k) − Y¯ )2,
where N is the sample size, Y (k) =
∫ T
0
f(X(k)(s))ds is
the k-th sample and Y¯ = N−1
∑N
k=1 Y
(k) is the sample
average. Note that (9) assumes the dynamics starts at
the stationary regime, hence a burn-in period is necessary
for the dynamics to relax to the stationary state before
we start sampling the IAF. Now for the path space FIM,
it can be written as the stationary expectation of a spe-
cial observable in terms of the propensity functions (see
Appendix A), i.e.,
IH(P c) = Epic

m∑
j=1
λj(x, c)∇λj(x, c)∇λj(x, c)tr
 .
Since the expectation is taken under the stationary dis-
tribution, the path space FIM can be approximated as
the ergodic average of the observable. That is,
IH(P c) =
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
m∑
j=1
λj(X(s), c)∇λj(X(s), c)∇λj(X(s), c)tr ds.
Hence, an estimator for the path space FIM is simply
1
N
N∑
k=1
Z(k),
where Z(k) is the k-th realization of the ergodic average.
Note that the FIM is of great interests by itself since
it reflects the identifiability of parameters by Crame´r-
Rao’s inequality. We will use the path space information
bounds (9) to estimate the stationary sensitivity bounds
for numerical experiments in the next section.
6IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we consider two bistable examples aris-
ing in chemistry and systems biology. We demonstrate
that the ParRep algorithm can efficiently sample rare
transitions between two stable equilibrium points and
outperforms the standard SSA by a significant speedup
factor.
A. Bistable Schlo¨gl model
1. Model
The Schlo¨gl model is one of the simplest example of
stochastic reaction networks that exhibit bistability. It
is an auto-catalytic network involving three species whose
population can change according to the reaction network
in Table IV A 1. Following our notational convention, we
denote by XV (t) the concentration of the species S and
XV (t) the population of S. The concentration of A and
B (denoted by a and b, respectively) are fixed due to
an exchange of chemicals between two material baths31
and hence a and b are considered as parameters of the
network. Therefore, it is equivalent to the Schlo¨glmodel
as a one species network
2S
c1−⇀↽−
c2
3S, ∅
c3−⇀↽−
c4
S
with a and b absorbed in the rate constants c1 and c3.
In this paper, we follow the chemical convention to write
the reactions of Schlo¨gl network as in Table IV A 1.
Reaction Propensity Function Stoich. Vec.
A+ 2S → 3S λV1 (x, c) = c1ax(x− 1)/V η1 = 1
3S → A+ 2S λV2 (x, c) = c2x(x− 1)(x− 2)/V 2 η2 = −1
B → S λV3 (x, c) = c3bV η3 = 1
S → B λV4 (x, c) = c4x η4 = −1
TABLE I. Bistable Schlo¨gl model.
In the large volume limit, the concentration process
has a deterministic limit x¯ satisfying the RRE (4)
dx¯
dt
= c1ax¯
2 − c2x¯3 + c3b− c4x¯.
We choose a = 1, b = 2, c1 = 3, c2 = 0.6, c3 = 0.25
and c4 = 2.95
9, in which case the RRE has two stable
equilibrium points x¯+ and x¯− separated by an unstable
equilibrium point x¯0. Therefore, Schlo¨gl model exhibits
two time scales: the fast time scale corresponds to the
relaxation to one of the stable equilibrium points and
the slow time scale corresponds to the rare transitions
between the two stable equilibrium points. The two-time
scale feature is illustrated in Figure 1, where the standard
SSA is performed with V = 25.
t
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
X(
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0
50
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FIG. 1. A typical SSA trajectory of the Schlo¨gl model up
to t = 104 with V = 25. The dashed line corresponds to
the unstable equilibrium point multiplied by the system size
V = 25, i.e., X¯V = 25.9649. Crossing of the unstable state
X¯V is a rare event.
Due to the bistable nature, long time simulation is
needed to sample enough transition events so that the
system relaxes to stationary distribution. We apply the
ParRep algorithm to accelerate the sampling of very
long trajectories in order to estimate the stationary dis-
tribution pic. We decompose the state space into two
metastable sets separated by the unstable equilibrium
state X¯V0 = V x¯0 (we multiply the concentration x¯0 by V
so that all the comparisons are in terms of the population
instead of the concentration). That is,
W+ = {x ∈ E : x ≤ X¯V0 }, W− = {x ∈ E : x > X¯V0 },
where E is the state space of XV (t). Note that this
decomposition will be optimal for ParRep in terms
of efficiency since both W+ and W− will be strongly
metastable. This can be seen by contradiction. In fact, if
the decomposition is defined in terms of a point X ′ which
is left to V x¯0 (X
′ < V x¯0), then every time XV exits from
W+ (with first exit state in the interval (X
′, V x¯0)) will
be quickly pulled back to the left stable point V x¯+ with a
dominating probability, by the large deviation principle.
Hence, the subinterval (X ′, V x¯0) in W− is not metastable
and the ParRep will be inefficient since the parallel step is
not activated when the process is in this interval. There-
fore, the optimal choices for separatrix is the point V x¯0
which guarantees that both of the decomposed sets are
truly metastable.
2. Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the estimates of the stationary average
of X (ergodic average at t = 105) with SSA (blue dashed
line) and with the ParRep algorithm (red dot with 95%
confidence interval) for different choice of decorrelation
and dephasing steps. The number of replicas for ParRep
is R = 100. We also plot the numerical approximation
of CME as a benchmark (green solid line) for accuracy
in Figure 2. It can be seen that the ParRep simulation
approximates the stationary average very well (relative
error with respect to the CME solution is 0.04% for nc =
np = 5000) when the decorrelation and dephasing steps
are large, this is consistent with our expectation that
the QSD of each metastable set is well approximated for
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FIG. 2. Stationary average estimation of pic(x) (upper panel)
and speedup factor (lower panel) with various decorrelation
and dephasing steps. The speedup factor is only shown for
nc = np = 1000, 2000, . . . , 5000.
large nc and np. All simulation results are obtained based
on 100 sample trajectories. The CPU time of standard
SSA simulation is about 192 hours for 100 samples. We
demonstrate the corresponding speedup factor with nc =
np = 1000 to 5000 (smaller values are ignored as the
corresponding estimates are not accurate enough). We
can see that with 100 replicas, our ParRep outperforms
the standard SSA by a significant speedup factor.
We also study the efficiency of ParRep in terms of the
number of replicas. In Figure 3 we show the estimation
of the stationary average of XV and the corresponding
speedup factor. The decorreation and dephasing steps
are fixed at nc = np = 5000. We observe that the
speedup factor increases from 7 to 20 when the number
of replicas changes from 20 to 100. However, the accu-
racy of ParRep is independent of the number of repli-
cas. In Figure 4 we demonstrate the application of Par-
Rep to estimate the probability distribution of X with
nc = np = 5000. The estimated probability distribution
(blue bar) is compared with the probability distribution
obtained from CME approximation. The plot suggests
that ParRep is a rather accurate method when suitable
nc and np are chosen.
Finally, we apply the path space information bound
(9) to obtain a bound for the sensitivity index Sf,v(pi
c).
Here we only consider the stationary sensitivity of the
observable f(XV (t)) = XV (t) with respect to each pa-
rameter ci, i = 1, . . . , 4. Note that the stochastic reaction
networks we simulate start at the transient regime, i.e.,
the initial distribution of XV (t) is not necessarily pic.
However, the path space information bounds (9) assume
that XV (t) starts in the stationary regime. Therefore, a
burn-in period is needed for the process to be well into the
stationary regime before we can start sampling the IAF
τpic(f) and the path space FIM IH(P c). We choose the
terminal time T = 2×105 and use the first half [0, 105] as
the burn-in period to prepare the stationary distribution
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FIG. 3. Stationary average estimation of pic(x) (upper panel)
and speedup factor (lower panel) with various number of repli-
cas.
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FIG. 4. Stationary probability distribution of XV with V =
25. A total of 150 bins (blue bar) are used to sample the
empirical distribution on the interval [0, 149]. The result is
compared with the numerical solution (red curve) of the CME.
and the second half [105, 2× 105] to sample the IAF and
path space FIM. The computed path space FIM and the
confidence intervals are shown in Table II. Note that the
pFIM is not only useful for obtaining the final sensitivity
bounds, but also implies the identifiability of parameters
by the Crame´r-Rao bound. The computed IAF τpic(f) is
5.87E+05. The resulting sensitivity bounds are shown in
Table III. To see whether the obtained sensitivity bounds
are tight enough, we compare them with the approxi-
mated sensitivities. The approximation is obtained by
differentiating the CME (3) at steady state and truncat-
ing the state space to [0, 149]. The resulting equation is a
linear system that can be solved numerically. Comparing
the sensitivity bounds with the approximated sensitivi-
ties, we observe that the bounds are not tight enough
in this example. In fact, it has been observed in several
examples that the path space information bounds are
not always tight when applied to multi-scale problems.
8Nevertheless, the bounds are quite useful for screening
insensitive parameters in large scale stochastic dynami-
cal systems. We will demonstrate this application of the
bounds in the next example.
Matrix Element Estimated pFIM Half width C.I.
(1, 1) 8.75E+01 3.02E-01
(2, 2) 1.67E+03 5.66E+00
(3, 3) 2.00E+02 2.59E-06
(4, 4) 2.46E+01 7.88E-02
TABLE II. Estimated path space FIM for Schlo¨gl model
Parameter c1 c2 c3 c4
Bounds 7.16E+03 3.09E+04 1.08E+04 3.80+E03
CME Approx. 4.07E+02 9.10E+02 6.30E+02 -2.65+E02
TABLE III. Estimated sensitivity bounds and approximated
sensitivities for Schlo¨gl model
B. Genetic switch with positive feedback
1. Model
Another example we study in this paper is the genetic
switch network which is the fundamental mechanism for
cells to shift between alternate gene-expression states.
See Figure 5 for the diagram of the network. In the ge-
netic switch network, there is an on-off switch for DNA
to be in the active or inactive state. Hence the total
population of active DNA and inactive DNA is 1. The
transition rates F (inactive to active) and G (active to
inactive) between these two states depend on the number
of proteins through a positive feedback. Following Assaf,
Roberts and Luthey-Schulten (2012)6, we explicitly take
the mRNA noise into account since it has been shown
that the presence of mRNA has a significant impact on
the dynamics of the network24. We list the propensity
function and stochiometric vector of each reaction chan-
nel in Table IV.
DNAin
DNAact mRNA Protein
∅ ∅
F (X2) G(X2)
a γb
γ 1
FIG. 5. Diagram of the genetic switch network. The switching
rates F and G are given in (10).
We fix large volume V = ab = 2400 throughout
this example. The two-dimensional process XV (t) =
(XV1 (t), X
V
2 (t)) denotes the number of mRNA and pro-
tein at time t. We denote the number of active DNA by
the process ξ(t) and hence the number of inactive DNA is
1− ξ(t). The transition rates are taken to be of the Hill-
type functions F (x2) for the inactive to active transition
and G(x2) for the reverse transition, where
F (x2) = k
min
0 + (k
max
0 − kmin0 )x22/(x22 +D2)
G(x2) = k
max
1 − (kmax1 − kmin1 )x22/(x22 +D2).
(10)
Throughout this example, we follow Assaf et al.6 to set
the parameters as follows: a = 2400/b, b = 22.5, γ = 50,
kmin0 = k
min
1 = 24/b, k
max
0 = k
max
1 = 2400/b and D =
1000.
We point out that the genetic switch model does not
fall into the standard framework of stochastic reaction
networks we describe in Sec I A. In fact, the random time
change representation of XV (t) can be written as
XV (t) = XV (0) +
4∑
j=1
Pj
(∫ t
0
λVj (ξ(s), X
V (s)) ds
)
ηj ,
(11)
See Table IV for the four reactions involved in this rep-
resentation. Note that the propensity functions λj are
functions of both the switching variable ξ(t) and the
population process of mRNA and protein XV (t). Since
ξ(t) ∈ {0, 1} does not depend on volume V , the process
(ξ,XV (t)) does not satisfy the large volume limit (5).
However, the mean numbers of mRNA and protein still
satisfy the following rescaled RRE (i.e., the ODE govern-
ing X¯V (t) = V x¯(t))21,22
dX¯1
dt
=
aF (X¯2)
F (X¯2) +G(X¯2)
− γX¯1
dX¯2
dt
= γbX¯1 − X¯2,
(12)
where the factor F/(F + G) gives the probability that
the DNA is in an active state. With our choice of pa-
rameters, (12) has two stable equilibrium points X¯V+ =
(0.0225, 25.2628) and X¯V− = (1.6353, 1839.6883) sepa-
rated by a saddle point X¯V0 = (0.4545, 511.2865). There-
fore, the genetic switching network is bistable. When V
is finite, there are noise induced rare transitions between
X¯V+ and X¯
V
− .
To find the optimal decomposition of the state space
E into two metastable sets, we need to analyze the phase
space of (12) to determine the separatrix of the two
metastable regions induced by X¯V+ and X¯
V
− . Unlike the
Schlo¨gl model , it is nontrivial to find the separatrix in
this example since it is in R2. Instead, the way we de-
tect rare transitions is ad-hoc. We simply choose the
horizontal line that passes through the saddle point X¯V0
as the boundary to define the two metastable sets. We
provide a heuristic explanation for the choice. From the
large deviation perspective, there exists a most proba-
ble transition path from X¯V+ to X¯
V
−
14,21,22 such that if
a transition occurs, then with a dominating probability,
the transition would move along this path. We know that
9Reaction Propensity Function Stoich. Vec.
DNAact → DNAact + mRNA λV1 (ξ, x1, x2) = aξ η1 = (1, 0)
mRNA→ ∅ λV2 (ξ, x1, x2) = γx1 η2 = (−1, 0)
mRNA→ mRNA + Protein λV3 (ξ, x1, x2) = γbx1 η3 = (0, 1)
Protein→ ∅ λV4 (ξ, x1, x2) = x2 η4 = (0,−1)
TABLE IV. Genetic switching system
the true separatrix passes through the saddle point X¯V0
and that the most probable transition path crosses the
true separatrix along a path that is “sufficiently close” to
the saddle point (22). Since the points (0, 511), (0, 512),
(1, 511) and (1, 512) are the only possible states that are
sufficiently close to the saddle point (0.4545, 511.2865),
the most probable transition path can only cross the sep-
aratrix (from X¯V+ to X¯
V
− ) by moving from (0, 511) to
(0, 512) or to (1, 511) depending on where the true sepa-
ratrix lies. Accordingly, this suggests that we can use ei-
ther y = 511.2865 (if the most probable path moves from
(0, 511) to (0, 512)) or x = 0.4545 (if the most probable
path moves from (0, 511) to (1, 511)) as the boundary
to decompose the state space into two metastable sets.
It is readily seen that we should choose the horizontal
one since the process is much more metastable in the
y direction than that in the x direction. Therefore, we
decompose the state space into two sets
W+ = {(x, y) ∈ E|y < 511.2865}
and
W− = {(x, y) ∈ E|y > 511.2865}.
Our simulation results confirm that this is a good choice
of decomposition. Note that though the choice of decom-
position may not be optimal since we do not know the
true separatrix a priori, it only affects the efficiency but
not the accuracy of ParRep as we discuss in Section II B.
A rigorous approach to defining the optimal decomposi-
tion into metastable sets is the subject of ongoing work.
2. Results and discussion
Throughout the simulation of the genetic switch net-
work, all simulation results are obtained based on 100
sample trajectories. The initial population is 1 molecule
for inactive DNA and 0 molecule for all the remaining
species. The terminal time is taken to be T = 106
which is sufficiently large for sampling the ergodic av-
erage. We first study the accuracy of ParRep in terms
of the decorrelation step nc and dephasing step np with
100 replicas. Figure 6 demonstrates the simulation re-
sults regarding the stationary means of mRNA and pro-
tein when nc = np increase. Simulation results with
SSA (blue dashed line) are used for accuracy compari-
son. The corresponding speedup factor is shown in the
same plot (lower panel). The plot suggests that with
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(upper panel) and speedup factor (lower panel) with various
number of replicas, where pic1 and pi
c
2 are the marginal distri-
bution with respect to x1 and x2, respectively.
nc = np = 2 × 104 or above, the ParRep is as accu-
rate as the standard SSA. Figure 7 shows the speedup
of ParRep when we vary the number of replicas with
nc = np = 2× 104. We do not gain as much speedup as
in the Schlo¨gl model since the genetic switch network re-
quires much larger nc and np to converge to the QSD at
each metastable set (as we observed in Figure 6). Nev-
ertheless, we can see that with 100 replicas, the speedup
factor of ParRep is about 7× when compared to SSA.
We also study the parametric sensitivity of the genetic
switch model by quantifying the stationary path space
sensitivity bounds (9). The observables in considerations
are the number of active DNA (ξ), inactive DNA (1− ξ),
mRNA (XV1 ) and protein (X
V
2 ). The parameters are ar-
ranged in the order a, b, γ, kmin0 , k
max
0 , k
min
1 , k
max
1 , D. We
aim to apply ParRep to estimate the stationary sensi-
tivity bounds of each observable with respect to each of
the parameters. In order to obtain the bounds, we sim-
ulate the process up to final time 2 × 106. The time
interval [0, 106] corresponds to the transient regime and
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[106, 2× 106] corresponds to the stationary regime. The
estimated (diagonal) path space FIM along with the con-
fidence interval are shown in Table V. The estimated IAF
for each observable is shown in Table VI. Finally, we com-
bine the path space FIM and IAF to obtain the station-
ary sensitivity bounds. To illustrate the observation that
most of the sensitivity indices are small, we visualize the
sensitivity bounds in Figure 8. We see that the the ac-
tive DNA, inactive DNA and mRNA are insensitive to
parametric perturbation, whereas the protein tends to
be sensitive. If we are interested in quantifying the para-
metric uncertainty for the genetic switch model, these
sensitivity bounds suggest that we can screen out those
insensitive combinations and apply direct methods to es-
timate the remaining sensitivity such as the number of
protein with respect to b, γ and kmin0 . Note that without
this bounds, we have to estimate 4 × 8 = 32 sensitiv-
ities even when we do not take other observables into
consideration. However, with the sensitivity bounds for
screening, we only need to estimate much fewer sensitiv-
ities depending on the controlled confidence level we use.
Therefore, this two-step strategy significantly reduces the
computational cost especially when applied to large scale
networks.
Appendix A: Basics for information theory
We review some basic information theory concepts for
the completeness of the paper. In particular, we briefly
Matrix Element Estimated pFIM Half width C.I.
(1, 1) 3.34E-03 2.35E-05
(2, 2) 1.69E+00 1.19E-02
(3, 3) 3.57E-01 2.52E-03
(4, 4) 4.34E-01 2.83E-03
(5, 5) 8.32E-04 5.88E-06
(6, 6) 8.33E-03 6.12E-05
(7, 7) 8.44E-04 5.23E-06
(8, 8) 2.22E-05 1.56E-07
TABLE V. Path space FIM of genetic switch network.
active DNA inactive DNA mRNA Protein
1.64E+02 1.64E+02 7.47E+02 9.45E+08
TABLE VI. IAFs of genetic switch network.
reproduce the formula for the relative entropy and the
path space FIM in the context of stochastic reaction net-
works (i.e., continuous time jump Markov processes)25.
Given the path space probability distribution P c[0,T ]
and its perturbation P c
′
[0,T ] on the path space E, their
pseudo-distance can be measured by the relative entropy
R(P c[0,T ]|P c
′
[0,T ]) =
∫
E
log
(
dP c[0,T ](x)
dP c
′
[0,T ](x)
)
P c[0,T ](dx).
In particular, the Radon-Nikodym derivative follows
from the following Girsanov formula8
dP c[0,T ](x)
dP c
′
[0,T ](x)
=
µc(x(0))
µc′(x(0))
m∏
j=1
exp
(∫ T
0
log
λj(x(s), c)
λj(x(s), c′)
dRj(s)
−
∫ T
0
λj(x(s), c)− λj(x(s), c′)ds
)
,
where Rj(t) is the count of the j-th reaction up to time
t. Assuming the dynamics starts from the stationary
regime (i.e., µc = pic) and using the facts that Rj(t) −∫ t
0
λj(X(s))ds is a martingale under P
c
[0,T ], the relative
entropy can be simplify as
R(P c[0,T ]|P c
′
[0,T ]) = TH(P c|P c
′
) +R(µc|µc′),
where
H(P c|P c′) =
Eµc

m∑
j=1
λj(x, c) log
λj(x, c)
λj(x, c′)
− λj(x, c) + λj(x, c′)

is the path space relative entropy rate (RER). Note that
when c′ = c+ δ, the Taylor expansion of H(P c|P c′) gives
H(P c|P c′) = 1
2
δtrIH(P c)δ +O(|δ|3)
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FIG. 8. Path space sensitivity bounds of genetic switches
network.
where
IH(P c) = Eµc
{
λj(x, c)∇c log λj(x, c)∇c log λj(x, c)tr
}
is the path space Fisher information matrix (FIM) of
RER H(P c|P c′).
Appendix B: Path space information bounds: a formal
derivation
For completeness of the paper, we give a formal deriva-
tion of the path space information bounds on both
the transient regime and the stationary regime, see the
reference13 for rigorous derivation. We consider a contin-
uous time Markov process X(t, c) with stationary distri-
bution pic. For the path space measure P c[0,T ], we assume
that it is absolutely continuous with respect to a reference
measure R[0,T ] such that P
c
[0,T ](dx) = p
c
[0,T ](x)R[0,T ](dx)
for any c. Then by the definition of sensitivity indices
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Sf,v
(
P c[0,T ]
)
=
∣∣∣∣lim→0 1 (EP c+v[0,T ] [f ]− EP c[0,T ] [f ])
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣lim→0 1
∫
E
f(x)
(
pc+v[0,T ](x)
pc[0,T ](x)
− 1
)
P c[0,T ](dx)
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
E
(
f(x)− EP c
[0,T ]
[f ]
) d
d
∣∣
=0
pc+v[0,T ](x)
pc[0,T ](x)
P c[0,T ](dx)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
√
VarP c
[0,T ]
(f)
√
vtrI(P c[0,T ])v,
where I(P c[0,T ]) is the FIM of the relative entropy
R(P c[0,T ]|P c+v[0,T ] ). This gives the path space information
bounds on the transient regime.
In the stationary regime, we focus on the ergodic av-
erage type observable F (x) = T−1
∫ T
0
f(x(s)) ds. Since
the stationary distribution pic is also the initial distri-
bution of the stochastic process X(t, c), it holds that
SF,v(P
c
[0,T ]) = Sf,v(pi
c). Hence by the path space in-
formation bounds for F ,
Sf,v(pi
c) ≤
√
VarP c
[0,T ]
(F )
√
vtrI(P c[0,T ])v
=
√
1
T
VarP c
[0,T ]
(TF )
√
1
T
vtrI(P c[0,T ])v.
Taking T →∞,
Sf,v(pi
c) ≤
√
lim
T→∞
1
T
VarP c
[0,T ]
(TF )
√
vtrIH(P c)v,
where we assumed that T−1I(P c[0,T ]) converges to the
path space FIM IH(P c). Note that
lim
T→∞
1
T
VarP c
[0,T ]
(TF )
= lim
T→∞
1
T
EP c
[0,T ]

(∫ T
0
f(x(s))− pic(f) ds
)2
= lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
∫ T
0
Covf (u− v, 0) du dv
=
∫ ∞
−∞
Covf (s, 0) ds
gives the integrated auto-correlation function (IAF) for
observable f , where
Covf (u, v) = EP c
[0,T ]
{(f(x(u))− pic(f))(f(x(v))− pic(f))}
is the covariance between f(x(u)) and f(x(v)). We de-
note that IAF by
τpic(f) = lim
T→∞
1
T
VarP c
[0,T ]
(TF ).
We remark that the IAF only differs with the inte-
grated auto-correlation time (IAT) by a multiplying fac-
tor Covf (0, 0), i.e., IAF = Covf (0, 0)× IAT. Finally, we
have the stationary path space information bounds
Sf,v(pi
c) ≤
√
τpic(f)
√
vtrIH(P c)v.
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